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The main concern of this study is with speech-act conditionals (hereafter, SACs) 

in English and Japanese. Typical speech-act conditionals are exemplified below: 

(1) a. onaka-ga sui-teiru nara (iu-kedo), 

stomach-Nom empty-AspY if (tell-but) 

odoriba-ni reizooko-ga 

landing-Loc fridge-Nom 

aru. 

exist 

'If you're hungry, there is a fridge on the landing.' 

b. shiri-tai nara *( oshieru-ga), watashi-wakare-ni atte-inai. 

know-want if inform-but I-Nom him-Acc see-Neg 

'If you want to know, I haven't seen him.' 

(2) a. If you're hungry, (I tell you) there is a fridge on the landing. 

b. If you want to know, (l inform you) I haven't seen him. 

The sentences in (1) are Japanese speech-act conditionals (hereafter, .I-SACs), and those 

in (2) are their counterpaI1S in English (hereafter, E-SACs). In these examples, the 

protases (i.e. if-clauses and nara-clauses) express felicitous conditions for speech-acts 

expressed in the apodoses (i.e. main clauses); for example, the offers conveyed by the 

apodoses in (1 a) and (2a) are felicitous on condition that the hearer is hungry. 

Likewise, the speech-acts of giving information in the apodoses in (1 b) and (2b) are 

appropriate under the condition that the hearer wants the information. 

The examples in (1) and (2) show an interesting contrast between Japanese and 

English. For a better understanding of the contrast, let us first classiry .I-SACs into two 

types according to the presence of speech act verbs such as iu 'tell' or oshieru 'inform'. 

The speech-act verb iu 'tell' is optional in (1 a), while the speech-act verb oshieru 

'infoD11' is obligatorily required in (1b). Let us call the former type of J-SACs Type 1 

J-SACs and the latter Type 2 J-SACs (for convenience, let us refer to English 

counterparts to Type 1 J-SACs and Type 2 J-SACs as Type 1 E-SACs and Type 2 E-SACs 

respectively). Comparing (1) and (2), we can see that sentence (2b), the English 

counterpart to (l b), does not obligatorily require speech-act verbs such as tell or inform. 

In short, speech-act verbs are obligatory in Type 2 J-SACs alone. In light of the above 

observation, I ask the following question. 

(3) a. Why do Type 2 J-SACs obligatorily require speech-act verbs? 
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b. What factor gives rise to the difference between Type 2 J- and E-SACs? 

In what follows, I will answer those questions in turn. 

Let us first tackle question (3a). Comparing (la) and (lb), we find that they are 

different from each other in their interpretation. Note that the apodosis of a Type 1 

J-SAC is not the speaker's conclusion, but a clue leading us to a certain implicit 

conclusion. In (la), for example, from the apodosis odoriba-ni reizooko-ga aru, we 

infer that the intended meaning of the utterance is the offer of food. This process is 

referred to as a chain of inferences (cf. Declerck and Reed (2001». In this process, the 

protasis works as the premise, the starting point of the chain, and the apodosis serves as 

an intermediate step, or a reference point (Langacker (1993», to the implicit conclusion 

or intended speech-act. This process can be roughly illustrated as follows: 

Figure (4) illustrates that we should go through some intermediate steps (Rs) to reach 

the implicit conclusion (Q). In (l a), the protasis corresponds to P, the apodosis 

corresponds to Rj, and Q corresponds to the implicit offer. As is clearly shown in (4), P, 

Rand Q are connected by a coherent inference process. This means that they are 

internally related with each other. In this way, by virtue of the chain of inferences, the 

cohesion and semantic relation of the protases, surface apodoses, and implicit 

conclusions are guaranteed. 

On the other hand, in Type 2 J-SACs, such a mechanism does not work in their 

interpretation. In fact, the protasis and apodosis would not be semantically related with 

each other without speech-act verbs. Therefore, Type 2 J-SACs require some other 

mechanisms, instead of a chain of inferences, to guarantee the semantic relation of the 

protases and apodoses. It is speech-act verbs that fulfill this function. This can be 

illustrated as follows in terms of Mental Space Theory (Faucoill1ier (1985»: 

(5) Space 1 ,----~ 

shiri-tai nara 

'IfYOLl want to know' 

iu-ga 

'tell-but' 

S ' , 2 

'I haven't seen him' 

Figure (5) illustrates that the speech-act verb iu (-ga) 'tell (but)' serves as a connecter 

relating the protasis and apodosis. As mentioned above, the apodosis of Type 2 

J -SACs does not induce a chain of inferences. This implies that the two clauses are not 

directly or internally related with each other. In other words, they belong to different 

mental spaces. In fact, the nara-clause sets up a hypothetical mental space (Space 1), 
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while the apodosis describes the fact that the speaker has not seen a person: the 

apodosis belongs to a different mental space, namely, a factual space (Space 2). So 

speech-act verbs are obligatorily required in order to connect the two different mental 

spaces and to establish the cohesion and semantic relation of the t\\lO clauses or spaces. 

From the above discussion, the answer to question (3a) can be summarized as 

follows: 

(6) Speech-act verbs in Type 2 J-SACs function as connectors and guarantee the 

cohesion and semantic relation of protases and apodoses. 

Let us tum to question (3b). I deal with this question 111 terms of two 

parameters: communicativity and metonymic extensibility of languages. 

With regard to the first parameter, according to I-firose (1995, 1997), linguistic 

expressions can be divided into two levels: public expressions and private expressions. 

The former is the level of linguistic expression corresponding to the communicative 

function of language, whereas the latter is the level of linguistic expression 

corresponding to the non-communicative, thought-expressing function of language. 

Japanese and English are different as to which of the two levels is their unmarked mode: 

the fonner is a communicatively weak (C-weak) language by nature in that its unmarked 

mode of expression is private expression, while the latter is a cOlnn1unicatively strong 

(C-strong) language by nature in that its unmarked mode of expression is public 

expression. 

As a C-weak language, Japanese has developed a variety of addressee-oriented 

expressions such as yo or ne, which semantically presuppose the existence of a hearer 

and render Japanese expressions communicative. In other words, without such 

expressions, Japanese would lose, or at least weaken, its communicativity. I assume 

that the speech-act verbs in Type 2 J-SACs fulfill the same function as yo or ne. 

Observe the following examples: 

(7) shiri-tai nara *(iu-ga), watashi-wa kare-ni atte-inai. (=(lb)) 

(8) a.? shiri-tai nara, watashi-wa kare-ni atte-inai yo. 

b. shiri-tai nara ne, watashi-wa kare-ni atte-inai yo. 

As is shown above, the examples in (8) are acceptable without speech-act verbs. The 

comparison of (7) and (8) shows that the acceptability of Type 2 J-SACs is not 

dependent on speech-act verb per se but on addressee-orientedness and that speech-act 

verbs function as addressee-oriented expressions. In contrast, Type 2 E-SACs (cf. 

(2b)) do not require such expressions, because English is a C-strong language by nature. 
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Let us tum to the second parameter, metonymic extensibility. As is pointed out 

by Yasui (2005), English is more sensitive to metonymic operations than Japanese. For 

a better understanding of this, compare the following pairs: 

(9) a. Cut the potatoes into dice. 

(l0) a. jagaimo-o sainome-ni kiri-nasai. 

potato-Acc dice (n)-into cut-Imp 

b. Dice the potatoes. 

b. * jagaimo-o sainome-ro 

potato-Acc dice (v)-Imp 

In (9a), the process of cutting and the resultant state of the potatoes (or product of 

cutting the potatoes) are stated separately. In (9b), on the other hand, the verb dice 

covers both the process of cutting and the resultant state of the potatoes by virtue of the 

metonymy RESULT FOR ACTION. As shown in (10), Japanese is not good at this 

kind of metonymic operations. 

Let us see how this metonymic operation works on Type 2 SACs. As seen 

clearly from (2), the apodoses of Type 2 SACs are complelnents of speech-act verbs. 

Here, let us assume that an utterance is a result (or product) of the act of saying. Given 

this, we find a parallelism between the case of the verb dice in (9b) and that of Type 2 

SACs: their apodoses can cover both the process of saying and the product of saying 

by virtue of metonymy. That is, the fact that the grammaticality of Type 2 E-SACs is 

not affected by the deletion (or non-vocalization) of speech-act verbs means that we can 

access the act of saying via its product, i.e. apodoses. Observe the following figure: 

(11) If you want to know, I tell you I haven't seen him. 

ACT OF SAYING PRODUCT OF SAYING 

1 1 
Deleted (Backgrounded) Vocalized (Foregrounded) 

The explanation goes as follows. As shown in (11), by virtue of metonymy, the 

apodosis is foregrounded and covers the process of saying, whereas the phrase 

containing the speech-act verb is relatively backgrounded. As a C-strong language, 

English is likely to be affected by a metonymic operation just stated: its 

communicativity is not impaired by the deletion or non-vocalization of speech-act verbs, 

i.e. addressee-oriented expression. As pointed out above, because Japanese is a 

C-weak language and not so sensitive to metonymies of this kind, the mechanism 

illustrated in (11) never works in Japanese. 

From the above discussion, the answer to question (3b) can be summarized as 

follows: the difference between Type 2 E- and J-SACs can be attributed to their 

differences in the communicativity and extensibility via metonymy. 
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